
One Legacy User's Suggestions as GUI carryovers
From Particlellusion 3.09 (PI-3) to current Boris Particleillusion (BPI)

A Return to some form of Right-Click/context Menu in Particleillusion?

The almost no right-click/context menu options in BPI may reflect software engineering and design 
trends far beyond my skillset and understanding of such fields on endeavor; I have essentially no 
knowledge of how modern mobile and various operating systems are affecting the development of 
serious/pro VFX software and plugins for in the visual arts industry such as Boris and others.

Therefore I can only offer the following perspectives and suggestions as an end user of Particleillusion
on Windows desktop computers and programs since v. 3.01 through Boris Particleillusion standalone -
using mouse and keyboard. In short, this one user's viewpoint may or may not be applicable or useful.

______________________

"Is right-click still an important gesture to hold on to?"

Below are handful of excerpted perspectives on the relevance of right-click/context menu in software 
design with the discussion title/subject line above. That discussion thread was more geared towards 
website and web applications, yet also addressed the issue in general.  

(Source: Stack Exhange discussion, https://ux.stackexchange.com/questions/34473/is-right-click-still-
an-important-gesture-to-hold-on-to) 
______________________

"@KitGrose it seems to me that a lot of us UX people criticize right click menus for their 
"undiscoverability" (I certainly have in the past) but I cant tell you how many times a user has right 
clicked on a balsamiq mockup during a usability test. I do still stand by the fact that it needs to be able
to function without right click but I think that a right click context menu can add a lot of value.

~ Referenced post by Matt Lavoie
______________________

"It's possible that in the future the right click will go the way of the Dodo, but a lot here depends on 
your intentions and your user demographic.

If your intention is to be strictly cutting edge and your user demographic is very familiar with gestures 
(and perhaps Mac users?), then by all means avoid it. If your intention is to hang on to conventions 
that most users will recognize and your users are a broader range of people including older people 
who may not be up to date on gestures, then my advice is to continue using a right click.

It should be noted that intention is the most critical aspect of great [web] design."

~ Excerpt from post by UXAndrew
______________________

"I don't think that there is a generic answer to this. You need to determine if your users expect there a 
contextual menu.

If your users (or some important subset of your users) expect that there should be a contextual menu, 
and have expectations about what that contextual menu should contain, then you probably need a 



contextual menu."

"(...) Avoid providing access to features only in toolbars or contextual menus. Because toolbars and 
contextual menus may be hidden, the commands they contain should always be available in menu bar
menus as well." ~ Apple Human Interface Guidelines

~ Excerpts from post by Nadyne
______________________

"I don't know that right-click is going to ever disappear completely because it is such a well used and 
loved tool for desktop design. I have seen many a user trying to use right click in user tests as well."

~ Excerpt from post by Lynagus
________________________________________________________________________________



How Much of The Following PI-3 Context Menu Options Could Be Integrated into BPI?

Please Note: Some of context menus may be grayed out in a workflow depending on properties 
chosen and project attributes, so the following can only be a general overview of the context menus.

A) STAGE

1. For/on Individual Keframes:

PI-3 has the following  (the “Make” ones would be updated to applying to Constant, Linear, Bezier; 
those with “*” may not be as essential or non-congruent with BPI):

Properties, Make Point, Make Line, Make Ellipse Make Circle
Curved, Connected, *Add to Library,
*Record Position, Replace, Rename
Cut, Copy.

Stage Context Menu – Keyframes



2. For Stage View:

PI-3 has the following:

Background Color
Zoom, Zoom to Fit, Zoom 100%
Scroll, Scroll Recenter
Reset Scroll & Zoom

Stage Context Menu – View/Zoom

B) GRAPH

For Individual Keframes and View:

PI-3 has the following:

Delete, Reset, Scale
Curved, Connected
Zoom, 
Reference > Create A, Create B, > Show A, Show B, 
Detailed Tiles

(screen shot on next page)



Stage Context Menu - Keyframes

Reference was very useful and time-saving in creating initial precise mirrors across chosen emitter 
and particle properties. This so that keyframe positions and lines/curves could be matched in one or 
more such properties by first choosing “Create A” or Create B”; 

Once on changed over to a different property, the options to “Show A” or Show B” would add the 
original line keyframes and positions reference snapshot chosen as a light gray line* within the newly 
chosen property graph.

Graph A/B Reference

(*Grayscale tone values had to be exaggerated in this above screen shot so that the gray reference 
line would be more easily visible for this document).



C) STAGE Deflector, Blocker* and Force

(Note: The three screenshots for each of these shows the initial context menu in top image and the 
Properties submenu on the bottom. (*PI-3 has blockers but BPI standalone does not and it seems that
Mocha has taken over that job, but the PI-3 version is was included anyway.)

PI-3 deflector right-click/context menu: 

Properties > Name, Bounce, Hits, Thickness – Visible
Add Point, Delete Point
Curved, Connected, Rename, Paste

Deflector Context Menu



PI-3 Force right-click/context menu: 

Properties > Name, visible
Add Point, Move Point, Delete Point
Curved, Connected, Rename, Paste

Force Right-Click/Context Menu



PI-3 Blocker right-click/context menu: 

Properties > Name, use layers below for bg images
Add Point, Move Point, Delete Point
Curved, Connected, Rename, Paste

Blocker Context Menu
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